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CONSOLIDATE WITH NEXT QUARTERLY REPORT
I.

Introduction
The California Independent System Operator Corporation (the ISO)

respectfully submits this motion for an extension of time until January 30, 2011 to
submit the report on the ISO’s experience in conducting the transition cluster
study process and to consolidate such report with the ISO’s Q4 2010 quarterly
interconnection progress report. Both reporting requirements stem from the
Commission’s September 2008 order conditionally accepting the ISO’s 2008
Generator Interconnection Process Reform (GIPR) Large Generation
Interconnection Process (LGIP) tariff amendment. As the Commission will recall,
the 2008 GIPR amendment established the cluster study process methodology
for large generator interconnection requests.1
The Commission’s September 2008 order accepted the ISO’s cluster
study process under the GIPR Amendment but imposed three reporting
requirements. The Commission directed the ISO to file quarterly reports on the
processing of the queue clusters and also directed the ISO to file two
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comprehensive status updates. 2 The first status update relates to the
processing of the transition cluster, with a filing date set for 60 days following
completion of the Phase II Study phase.3 The second comprehensive report
relates to the initial GIPR cluster (which the ISO calls the First Queue Cluster),
with a filing date for 60 days following completion of the Phase II Interconnection
Study for that cluster.4
The ISO has filed eight quarterly reports, beginning with its Q4 2008
report, and the next quarterly report that is due is the Q4 2010 quarterly report,
due January 30, 2011. The ISO concluded its Phase II Interconnection Study
Process for the transition cluster with a final revised Phase II study report issued
on November 18, 2010 resulting in a January 18, 2011 due date for the
comprehensive report of the transition cluster. The ISO respectfully requests that
the Commission extend the date for filing this report to January 30, 2011 and to
allow the ISO to combine the transition cluster report with its Q4 2010 report, as
there is an overlap of subject matter for the reports.5
II.

There is Good Cause for Granting the ISO an Extension of Time
In general, the ISO was able to accelerate distribution of the initial Phase

II study reports for the transition cluster, an action that the ISO and the
participating transmission owners committed to do as a method to accommodate
projects seeking federal stimulus funding under the American Recovery and
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Reinvestment Act of 2009 (commonly called “ARRA”). However, as this was the
first time the ISO and the participating transmission owners had undertaken a
Phase II study process, some revisions of individual interconnection customer
reports was necessary. In general, these revisions fall into two categories: i)
minor or technical changes to the study report or ii) more extensive changes that
either increased the interconnection customer’s Phase II study cost responsibility
listing or changed the in-service date of the transmission upgrades in a way that
affects the proposed commercial operation date of the interconnecting generating
facility. The ISO’s last revision of a Phase II study report was made on
November 18, 2010, and the ISO considers this to be the end point of the
transition cluster Phase II Interconnection Study phase for purposes of triggering
the 60-day comprehensive report for the transition cluster.
As the Commission is aware, many issues have arisen during the processing
of the transition cluster, including the passage of ARRA, an increase in the
California Renewables Portfolio Standard from 20 to 33 percent and a change in
economic conditions beginning about September 2008 when the GIPR
Amendment was accepted. The ISO has apprised the Commission of some of
these developments through the 2009 GIPR Amendment, the ISO’s June 2010
tariff waiver request, and the recent filing of several non-conforming pro forma
LGIAs. The ISO remains extremely busy processing the LGIAs and requests
further time to prepare the comprehensive report, which will address these
matters. Moreover, because of the overlap of subject matter between the Q4
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2010 report and the status report, there are efficiencies in combining the two
reports into a single report.
III.

Conclusion
For the above-stated reasons, the ISO requests that the Commission

extend the date for filing of the comprehensive status update report for the
transition cluster to January 30, 2011 and to allow the ISO to combine the report
with its Q4 2010 report on progress in processing the interconnection queue.
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